
The Gold Standard for Every Dentist!
Smart delivery system allows for dispensing one TrollFoil at a time. Easy to 
pick up without getting ink on your fingers. 

Individual pieces stacked nicely into a little container that fit nicely in any 
cabinet, drawer or counter top.

 y 4.5 Microns thin
 y Individual pieces
 y Inked on both sides
 y Premounted on a frame
 y No forceps needed
 y Marks on wet & dry surfaces
 y Marks on gold & porcelain 
 y Timesaving in chair
 y Extra sensitive to pressure

 y Gives a high degree of accuracy at all times

Thinnest articulating 
product on the 

market.
TrollFoil 4.5 makes getting those 

hard to dial in bites easy. No 
need for patient to return 

because of the high degree of 
accuracy all the time. 

Distinctive markings on 
all surfaces
Precise diagnosis, even on wet 
surfaces, polished surfaces, 
porcelain and gold. A light tap from 
the patient and you get the perfect 
mark. 

Distr ibutor  of
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RESTORATIVE

TrollFoil 4.5



CLINICAL TECHNIQUE

Comes pre-mounted on its own 
gray frame no need for forceps. 

Easily remove 1 TrollFoil from box 
at a time as needed. 

Tear away the back grey 
perforated frame and 

discard it. 

Position TrollFoil in patients 
mouth just before upper and 
lower arches touch. Instruct 

patient to gently bite down with 
only tapping the Foil 2-3 times. 
TrollFoil is sensitive to pressue 

since it is a Foil and not a paper.

Instruct patient to open mouth 
and remove TrollFoil. Clearly 

see distinct markings on upper 
and lower arches. Marks on both 

wet and dry surfaces, gold & 
porcelain. 

1
Hold TrollFoil with both hands. 
Your right thumb on the  blue 
sticker and left thumb on the 

back gray frame near the 
widest area of the frame.
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TROLLFOIL 8 MICRON BLUE 100-PACK 

TROLLFOIL 4.5 MICRON BLUE 80-PACK 

TROLLFOIL 8 MICRON BLUE 500-PACK 

TROLLFOIL 8 MICRON RED 100-PACK 
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TrollFoil 4.5 microns is the thinnest articulating foil ever made. Research shows that the thinner the articulating foil, 
the better. Thick articulating paper generates a less uniform and larger occlusal contact area than the occlusal area 
marked with thin articulating foil. TrollFoil 4.5 is double-sided blue color mounted on its own frame eliminating the need 
for forceps. Marks on wet, dry, and highly polished surfaces, at 4.5 microns thick this super-thin foil gives you very 
precise markings.
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